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NEXT MEETING:
CANCELLED due to COVID-19

Friday, April 10th, 2020 at 7:00 PM
The New Sand Creek Police Station 950 Academy Park Loop
(Northeast of the intersection of Fountain/Academy)
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Please note ‘Operation Sippy Cup’.

January 10th, 2020 (Friday) at 6:00 PM
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting at TECO 37 setup at
Chapel Hills Mall — lower-level of old Sears building.
No Contest.
No Program.
January 11th-12th, 2020 (Saturday/Sunday)
TECO 37 Show, Chapel Hills Mall (lower-level Sears).
February 14th, 2020 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: Any Railroad Item
Program: {to be determined}.
March 13th, 2020 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: Locos - Steam and Diesel
Program: {to be determined}.
April 10th, 2020 (Friday) – Cancelled
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: "Bent Screwdriver"
(unusual April Fool items)
Program: {to be determined}.
May 8th, 2020 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: Your Oldest Model Railroad Car
Program: {to be determined}.
June 12th, 2020 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: Small Railroad-Related Structure
Program: {to be determined}.
July 10th, 2020 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: Gondola - with kit-bashed load
Program: {to be determined}.
August 14th, 2020 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: Caboose (Completed in last 3 years)
Program: {to be determined}
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The Milepost, Volume 40, Number 4, April 2020, is published monthly, as an electronic document
(Adobe PDF file), by, and under the authority of, the Pikes Peak Division (Rocky Mountain Region),
of the National Model Railroad Association. Our meetings are usually held on the second Friday of
each month at the Sand Creek Police Station, 950 Academy Park Loop (northeast of the
intersection of Fountain and Academy), in Colorado Springs, Colorado, at 7:00 PM. Please come to
one of our meetings. We’d love to meet you. All scales are welcome. Besides our monthly meeting, we have swap meets, train shows,
and other model railroad (and railroad) activities. All content in this journal is copyrighted to its respective owner unless otherwise
noted. Please do not use content from this newsletter in other publications, newspapers, magazines, books, web sites, etcetera,
without explicit case-by case permission. The editor of The Milepost is Mr. David Bristow. He can be contacted at the e-mail address
of: dave@bristow-family.org Thank you.

Editor’s Thoughts
Well it’s sad and depressing time, how quickly our world can turn upside down! I hope that while you are
sheltered in place, i.e. stuck at home with an occasional run to the grocery store, pharmacy or even the gas
station that you can take advantage of your “free time” and spend it working on one of your model railroad
projects. If you are like me there’s plenty of them stuck on a shelf, on a workbench, or just a thought of
something you’d like to tackle. I’ve been watching a few youtube videos on model railroading, either touring
a layout or how tos. I’ve continued to work on my tiny layout, my 1960s CN caboose, some electronics and of
course software. The beauty of our hobby is that’s both interesting and challenging offering multiple
avenues of exploration and efforts, or simply said its far from boring!
Wishing you all are healthy and stay that way!!
David

The 2020 Rocky Mountain Region mini-convention of the NMRA July 31Aug 2 is being held in Pueblo, CO. For more information see the web page at
https://sites.google.com/site/callboardfebruary2020/slc-convention

April Superintendent Notes
Welcome to the New, Temporary, Virtual Reality
No physical meeting this month because of the Corona lockdown. We will see what happens in May.
Meanwhile, we have virtual reality. It’s amazing how many programs there are on cable TV and YouTube
related to Railfanning and Model railroading.

Progress on the Cass/Durbin Railroad Reconnection
Way back in 1985, a flash flood destroyed the rai line between these two West Virginia towns. West Virginia
continued to run the Cass as a tourist railroad connected to the rest of the national network and the Durbin
Rocket was isolated but also ran as a privately owned tourist train (owned by the Durbin and Greenbrier
Railroad in Elkins).
West Virginia really didn’t want to run a railroad and look for someone else to do that. They worked out a
deal with the Durbin and Greenbrier who brought in advanced concept like doing ticket sales and
reservations over the Internet.
Restoring the line from Durbin to Cass is something the Durbin started working on years before. Originally
there was a connection between Durbin and Elkins.
Currently, they are running a Heisler. When we were there their steam engine was in the shop and we had a
diesel instead.
They hauled the Heisler to Durbin from Cass a couple years ago:
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Last September, the Cass ran its Climax engine for the first time:

From the mountainrailwv.com website:
As of December 2019, the right-of-way has been restored 7 miles from Cass north to the south end of Trout
Run. The washout and C&O bridge at Trout Run remains out of service, though DGVR expects a resolution to
move forward soon that will allow for needed repairs and improvements. The Trout Run washout is the last
major project in reconnecting the line. North of Trout Run, the right-of-way has been rehabilitated north to
Hosterman. To date, the company has installed nearly 19,000 crossties.
In Elkins there are several excursions available including the Cheat Mountain Salamander which is definitely
on our bucket list.
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East Broad Top Returning
The East Broad Top Railroad has a new owner and plans are in the works to renovate and reopen the storied
railroad, officials announced Friday. In 2021 they hope to be fully running.

Virtual Railfanning and Model Railroading
Just because you find yourself cut off from the real world doesn’t mean you can’t visit the real-world
railroads. I have a Roku TV which has access to YouTube. YouTube knows what you are interested in and
presents videos of interest to you (with commercials, of course, just like real TV). In my case, cruising and
railroading.
For example, that’s how I found out about the progress the Cass is making on the restoration to Durban
above and the running of the climax. Here is the most recent link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jvcHR2wa_ME
There are programs out there, some free, some pay, that allow you to download a video and later replay
without an Internet connection. This is one I am using now (https://www.gihosoft.com/free-youtubedownloader.html):
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Here is another video of a train than uses traffic lights to diagonally cross an intersection using a caboose.
Don’t let anyone you can’t have a caboose on a modern train:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HpIjQw3PEZk

Working on Long Delayed Projects
Well, trapped at home, many of us finally have time to work on module and layout projects and kit
assemblies. Others have collections of unviewed Railroad DVDs. For those who still need excuses to NOT
work on that stuff, there are all kinds of cool videos on YouTube.

Upcoming Division & Local Events
October 24-25, 2020: TECO Train Show at Chapel Hills Mall.
Information on Colorado and neighboring state events is posted on TECOshow.org.

Membership Reminder
Just a friendly reminder; membership in the Pikes Peak Division of the NMRA is contingent upon
membership in the NMRA. Outsiders are welcome to attend three meeting of the Division before being
required to join. Visit the website: www.NMRA.org to start or renew your membership.
Members are eligible for up to 45% discounts from over 30 companies.
PPD NMRA has no additional membership dues.

Notes from The Siding
By John Emmot
Well the siding is long this month and it looks like there is a derail at the switch to the main. We are staying
home more than usual. My conditions make me a little more concerned than the average bear, but as Mike’s
demographics study pointed out, most of us fall in the high risk category for age if nothing else. On the other
hand, as long as you have glue and kits, this is a great time to make progress on ALL of those projects you
have been putting off. I have several things waiting on my desk, but unfortunately my income tax filing and a
couple of writing assignments are keeping me away. I’ll get there soon. I also noticed that MicroMark has
some new, almost affordable, laser cutters in the current catalog. Hmmm….That could be fun if we believe in
the future. I can’t wait to get back to a pair of PFM brass Consolidations that are almost Moffat, an MDC 0-60 that is almost Moffat, about four wooden refers that are almost Moffat and gee, I got a bunch of wood
passenger car kits too. I know a guy who is going to build a Moffat model railroad in 1/64 scale of all things.
He is going to need some help :>).
For those of you who follow the Calhan depot project, it is still alive, but the virus and the weather may have
it in hibernation. A bunch if ties and rail were delivered to Calhan from Denver awhile back. When they get
laid, they will be the home of a switch locomotive also coming from Denver. The virus is having a significant
impact on full scale modelling because of the labor involved. It’s hard to stay apart and lay track at the same
time. It’s not something that one can do by their self.
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As you know, the TECO was cancelled. And as it turns out the Chapel Hills Mall is closed as well. Who would
have thunk it even a month ago? We hope that we are able to hold the TECO scheduled for October. It may
be interesting to see if we have knocked the virus down enough to be social again by then.
To their credit, the Cumbers and Toltec have been getting a good bit of Gazette column space talking about
the 168 that was ready to go to work on the railroad for Memorial Day opening. At least they are making
people aware for when they do get to open.
I hope everyone is getting to work on their model projects. Please consider snapping a picture of them and
send them to Dave for the MilePost. While we don’t know when we will have a meeting again, we can stay
together because of the technology we are all living with now. It does appear that this ‘internet’ thing might
turn out to be useful after all.
Looking forward to when we can all gather ‘round the roundhouse again. In the meantime, be careful and
check on your railroad friends.

March 2020 Minutes
Superintendent, Joe Costa
The regular monthly meeting was attended by less than 10 folks and Mel mad a presentation. No business
was conducted. Tony was notified that the in May the room will remain closed.

Moffat Mallets
Compiled by John Emmot
The Denver Northwestern and Pacific Railroad was incorporated in 1903. The intention was to build a class
one, standard gauge railroad across the Rocky Mountains from Denver, Colorado to Salt Lake City, Utah.
David Moffat was a well-known banker, mining investor and railroad builder at the time. As was the custom
of the time, they ordered low drivered Consolidations from ALCO for their motive power. The route from
Denver to Salt Lake was a difficult one. A tunnel under the Continental Divide was the logical solution, but in
order to begin service as soon as possible, a temporary line was built over the surface at 11,660 feet above
sea level. This required track with 4 per cent grades and 16 degree curves well above timberline. The
extreme trackage and weather conditions were a challenge for the motive power. It required multiple
locomotives to lift revenue tonnage over ‘The Hill’.
The 1904 World’s Fair in St Louis offered an interesting new development. Anatole Mallet, a French engineer
had designed a new locomotive for the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. It had two sets of pistons and drivers
under a single boiler. They were articulated in the middle to let them to follow sharper curves than their
combined length would allow. Moffat representative were present at the B&O tests the next year. Jim Hill
and the Great Northern were the next to order the new design in1906, followed by the Erie in 1907. When
the first Moffat Mallet was ordered in November 1908, they were the fourth railroad in the U.S. to have
locomotives of this stature. Seventeen of these engines eventually graced the Moffat rails.
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The Moffat Mallets were substantial for their time. The locomotive itself weighed 362,000 pounds with
another 166,000 pounds for the loaded tender. The first ten were built as 0-6-6-0 wheel arrangement with
55” drivers. Their tractive effort was rated at 76,400 pounds. They were compound design with the
saturated steam being used twice before being exhausted. The rear engine with 21’ diameter pistons got the
steam first at about 225 psi. When it left there, it was routed to the front engine with its 32 ½” diameter
pistons.
The first Mallet to arrive was put to work with the rotary snowplows and proved very successful. By the
summer of 1910, nine more were at work on the railroad. Between 1913 and 1916 seven more were added.
These later locomotives came with superheated steam and were built with pilot wheels. Within the next few
years all the original locos were also converted to this configuration.
Each one could move twenty loaded cars on the ruling 2 % grades everywhere except over the Hill. And
there they could lift 8 or 10 cars up the 4 %. That was double the capability of the Consolidations with the
same crew numbers. Freight on the line consisted mostly of timber, lumber, livestock, coal, and eventually
oil generally moving toward Denver. Consumer goods and building materials (like bricks) moved west from
Denver. Significant passenger and tourist traffic also crossed the line, but it wasn’t usually the responsibility
of the freight locos.
No one could have imagined in 1903 that it would be 24 years before a tunnel was constructed to replace
the route over The Hill. During those years, the Moffat Road practiced some of the most interesting and
challenging standard gauge railroad operations in North America. The mix of Consolidations and Mallets
made for unique procedures and consists. Many trains over The Hill required multiple locomotives. It was
found that the original Mallet’s lack of pilot trucks was a problem on the sharp curves if they were the lead
locomotive. Many trains ran with a Consolidation on the point with a helper Mallet coupled behind or back
in the consist. That was why the later Mallets got pilot trucks at the factory and the rest eventually got them
when they were rebuilt. During ‘normal’ winter times, a single mallet could handle the rotary, however when
the storms hit and the road was covered with 15 to 20 feet of snow on the track, 5 or 6 or 7 engines might be
coupled behind a rotary plow. That must have been an impressive sight for those who witnessed it and a
nightmare to operate. Can you imagine the water stops for that consist?
The long-awaited tunnel was completed in 1927. The 4% grades were gone and so were the snowstorms
above timberline, The Mallets continued a line that now had no inclination more than 2%. Everything was
easier now. But there was still no money to complete the line to Salt Lake City. The Moffat Road existed by
moving revenue between Craig and Denver. Most of the mallets continued for a time even after the Denver
& Rio Grande Western took over in 1947. Sadly, none were preserved outside of the film world. The last two
lost their wheels and finished their lives as stationary boilers at a Colorado oil refinery in the 1950s.
Sources:
•
•
•
•
•

Corona Telegraph Vol.7, No.1 2005
Corona Telegraph Vol.7, No.3 2006
Rails That Climb by Edward T. Bollinger 1979, 1994
The Moffat Road by Edward T. Bollinger and Frederick Bauer 1962, 1967
The Giants Ladder by Harold A. Boner 1962
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Hansz Equipment Heavy Electric
By Jerry Hansz
As an attempt at humor, I invented Hansz Equipment Heavy Electric (HE HE) to provide names for gondola
loads, comprised of empty printer ink cartridges.

The cartridge ink apertures were sealed with super glue (after one leak) to prevent leaks. Plastic scraps were
used to make the cartridge bottoms flat for securing to the gondola. The cartridges were painted with silver
paint, to provide a suitable background for black lettering.
The lettering was produced on the computer and printed to clear decal material. After an overnight drying
period, the face of the decal material was sprayed with a medium coat of clear rattle can paint to prevent
smearing of the lettering.
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After drying overnight, the decals were cut and applied to the sides of the cartridges. After another drying
another coat of clear was sprayed to help hold the decals in place. The three transformers were secured in
the gondola with Tacky Glue.

Finished load.
A source for the transformers was needed. From my stock of miscellaneous building sides, I assembled the
building.

The building was assembled from the pile of leftover pieces. Two doors were cut from one available double
door. The final may be a flat or have narrow end pieces. TBD.
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Face of long side.

Back of long side.
In the end, I assembled two long sides and two ends for a complete building. (Don’t have room for even a
flat on my layout.) Bracing was done with pieces of sprue.

Precision tools were used.
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Assembled building.
The building assembly has doors from the scrap box and glazed windows. Corner trim, roof, and cornices
were added.
Another set of decals was printed.

A large sign for the building front was made by putting the decal on a piece of white plastic.
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Signs were applied after the building was weathered.
I decided to turn the building into two halves. One half was assigned to Oidar in the radio room. The other
half was assigned to Unter-Talheim in the train room. The Dremel made quick (and sloppy) work of the
separation. I didn’t take too much care on the building. It is for a “joke” after all.

Building after separation.
The building halves were cleaned up and the black room got some care. Then they were moved to their
assigned locations.
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Oidar office with gondola of transformers.

Unter-Talheim office.

The Unter-Talheim office is too thick to clear the arrival track, so it will probably go to Council Bluffs, Iowa to
agitate my brother! Gotta assemble another gondola first. This has been a fun exercise in sloppy modeling.

Beyer-Garratt Locomotives
By Jerry Hansz
I have always been interested in the Beyer-Garratt locomotives. They were used in South Africa, England,
and Australia. The 4-8-4+4-8-4 was a BEAST, used in the mines in New South Wales.
My niece lived in Swaziland some years ago. She found a model source (https://www.djhmodelloco.co.uk)
which I looked up. They advertise four-wheel arrangements. The cheapest was the 2-8-0+0-8-2 for 240 GBP
(pounds sterling) ($300). The 4-8-4+4-8-4 was 742 GBP ($928). Obviously, that is way out of my modeling
budget!
I have the ads in .docx format for anyone who would like to look at them.
The following picture of a NSWGR AD-60 was taken from the web site:
https://www.southernsteamtrains.com/agarratts.htm

Railroad Boxcar Doors: Part 1 – The Real World
By Tony Pawlicki
This 3-part series identifies (in Part 1) types of doors used on prototype boxcars (including insulated boxcars
and such “house” cars as mechanical refrigerator cars) over the years. Part 2 identifies sources for HO scale
models of such doors. The overall goal is to improve the fidelity of HO scale models of such “house” cars.
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Part 3 is a “worked example” bringing together the prototype research and modeling techniques. (Cited
references are listed at the end of this Part 1.)

Introduction to the Overall Real World Situation
Why is the matter of boxcar doors so complex in the real world? A combination of causes is at work. For an
overall description of the situation, the “Background and Summary of the Invention” section of the
application for a patent granted in 1984 [PAT-ADB] provides a good starting point.
“Because of the extensive use and statistical certainty of damage through accident, abuse or the like, a
railroad or any other company that owns and operates boxcars must contend with the problem of repairing
and replacing rolling type boxcar doors. As the boxcars become disabled, it is very important to be able to
repair or replace the door promptly so that boxcars do not remain idle any more than necessary. A boxcar
represents a substantial capital investment which is not producing income if it is ‘off line’ awaiting repairs or
the availability of a replacement [part]. All companies strive to make maximum use of their capital
investment and it makes no economic sense for a boxcar to be idle for lack of a part representing only a
fraction of the total investment.”
“Unfortunately, the boxcar door industry has developed over the years with the various manufacturers
supplying different sizes of rolling type boxcar doors so that no industry standard for sizes has been set. Also,
because boxcar manufacturers generally supply boxcars according to their own standard specifications,
specifications for door openings have continually changed over the years, so that users of railroad boxcars
have accumulated an inventory of boxcars having door openings and doors with widely varying dimensions.
For example, one railroad has an inventory of approximately 14,000 boxcars with 37 different sizes of door
openings and doors. As is apparent, this failure to set industry standards and lack of coordination and
continuity between boxcar and door manufacturers has created a maintenance nightmare for boxcar users.
Because of the variety of door sizes, a substantial capital investment is required to carry an inventory
sufficiently varied to ensure that the right size doors are available. This greatly increases the amount of
inventory investment required for replacement doors and also increases the possibility that the right size
boxcar door is not available to make a needed repair or replacement.”
“The type of car which is involved in an accident or deteriorates sufficiently to require repair can only be
statistically predicted and a door inventory must be selected and maintained from this prediction. However,
a shortage of doors often develops because of the widely varying dimensions of the doors, the relatively few
number of door manufacturers, and the long delivery times. It must be remembered that boxcar doors are
quite large and heavy, being constructed of steel castings and plating which generally take a significant
amount of manufacturing and assembly time. Thus, door manufacturers generally quote extended delivery
times of 6 months or more. An inventory ‘prediction’ must therefore account for 6 months of accidents,
which is virtually impossible. As a result, extensive repairs are made to doors that would otherwise be
considered scrap, and other boxcars must be held out of service until the specific door required can be
ordered and received, all at great expense and waste of capital investment.” (As an example, one supplier,
Prime Railway Services, sells the lower one third of its 8-panel Superior-style door as a separate part.
(Presumably this is the portion most likely to be damaged by the use of fork lifts to open or close sticking
doors.)) [PRSW]
A notable common failure mode involves the fact the door rolls on a rail (“door track”), with rail getting
kinked or roller mechanism failing (in the latter case, “doors are often scrapped for failure of the traverse
mechanism”).
A specific form of damage to plug doors is explained (with accompanying photo) in Model Railroader,
January 2014, p. 26. Here, the door is knocked off its lower track by a forklift, either used inside or outside
the boxcar. A temporary measure is explained of using wooden wedges to secure the door enough to let the
boxcar to be moved to a facility where permanent repairs can be made. This type of damage may
permanently damage the door and/or door track.
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Additional Factors Affecting (Real World) Boxcar Door Design
Functional Factors
Boxcar Functional Specialization: Many boxcars are specialized (load shock protection, accommodating low
load density, etc.), for good functional reasons, so a boxcar owner’s inventory is really several (often
smallish) groups of specialized boxcars suited to the owner’s customer base. The owner is in a “box” as (a)
keeping an adequate reserve pool is impractical, yet (b) sidelining a particular boxcar jeopardizes timely
service to a particular customer.
Boxcar Doors Functional Specialization: While different groups of specialized boxcars may use the identical
door size/type, reducing the number of functionally required different door types and sizes, there indeed are
valid functional reasons for door designs differing as follows, even if all manufacturers worked to the same
set of standards:
•

•
•

Overall door width: The type of cargo and its packaging (for example, on pallets, in purpose-built shipping
racks, etc.) determine minimum practical door opening width, yet maximizing overall boxcar structural
strength favors minimizing door opening width. Door strength and flexibility in choosing door opening width
from cargo to cargo favor using two separate adjacent doors (a so-called “double door boxcar”) to span overall
openings beyond 10 feet. For example, 16-foot openings are commonly fitted with either two 8-foot doors or a
6-foot and a 10-foot door. (Individual doors wider than 10 feet are sometimes used, but uncommonly.)
Quality of door seal: Some cargoes require more protection from the elements than others.
Plug doors (technically, “sliding plug doors”):
•

•

•

•

•

In the extreme, perishables shipped in refrigerated or insulated cars need excellent protection from
outside temperature variations. Hence a complex, expensive door that’s insulated (so quite thick) and
provides sealing gaskets and a way to get good contact with those sealing gaskets. This is known as a
“plug” door, being forced like a plug into the door opening after being slid into place in front of the
opening. Complexity is also increased by the need to provide a way to “pull the plug” when opening the
door before it can be slid sideways to expose the door opening.
For other boxcars: Another, sometimes valuable, plug door feature is providing a smooth interior surface
aligned with the rest of the boxcar’s interior, eliminating recesses that cargo might snag on; this can lead
to its use in situations not requiring its sealing and insulating properties (in fact the plug door may be left
without insulation that would otherwise be foamed into its hollow interior).

Sliding doors: Cargoes needing only ordinary protection from wind, rain, dust, vandalism and theft can use
boxcars whose simpler/cheaper doors just slide over the opening and lock in place. These are called “sliding”
doors, even though plug doors also slide once they have been “unplugged” (in fact, were originally (as early as
1902) known as “sliding flush doors” [MR, Mar. 1983, p. 133]).
Combination plug-and-sliding door pairs: In cases noted above where flexibility in choosing door opening width
from cargo to cargo favors using two separate adjacent doors to span openings over 10 feet width, the plug
door’s ability to provide a smooth interior aligned with the rest of the boxcar side wall leads in some cases
(depending on extra cost versus extra convenience trade-off) to spanning a 16-foot opening with a 6-foot plug
door and a 10-foot sliding door. In this case, the quality of the door seal is not what drives use of a plug door.
Overall door height: The type of cargo, including aspects of size and density, influences overall height of boxcar
design, within limits of generally available clearances of obstacles along the railroad (such as underpass and
tunnel heights). Typical railcars are notably lower than needed to clear obstacles, as this keeps the center of
gravity low for stability and the cargoes are dense enough (thus filling the car’s weight-carrying capacity) not to
need the extra volume extra height would provide. Low-density cargoes (think cartons of paper towels) benefit
from extra space that extra height provides. For ease of loading and unloading, door height needs to match
overall boxcar sidewall height. So, doors as tall as 12.5 feet are used, as opposed to about 10 feet on “normal”
height boxcars.

Non-Essential Factors
Even if given the same overall door size and type requirements, each boxcar door manufacturer tries in its
own way to solve the engineering problems, within constraints of that manufacturer’s material costs and
capabilities to design, manufacture parts and assemble parts. So one manufacturer may prefer creating a
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sliding door from flat plate with an outer frame and a few sturdy horizontal reinforcing members stiffening
the large flat surface (e.g. Superior style sliding door), while another may use an outer frame and a
horizontally corrugated plate with corrugations providing stiffness instead of separate major horizontal
members (e.g., Youngstown sliding door and Pullman-Standard “mesa” style). The result can be quite visually
distinct doors that fit the same opening and can even be interchanged.

Oddballs and Ancients
This paper focuses on more-or-less normal boxcar doors of “modern” era (say, cars built after 1950 and in
service after 1970), which means essentially those doors that move horizontally parallel to the boxcar’s side
and mate with a door opening in the boxcar’s side. We do not attempt to exhaustively identify and cover
such oddballs as:
•
•
•
•

Early (commercially unsuccessful) Evans all-door boxcar that had three roll-up doors per side
Cars converted to maintenance-of-way (MOW) use that have roll-up side doors
End doors of various types, such as lumber loading small high end doors, auto rack “clamshell” hinged end
doors, older (pre-1960) automobile-carrying-boxcar full opening end doors
Twin swinging (hinged) plug doors (short and narrow) used on early iced refrigerator cars. Distinguishing such
from modern plug door, the latter was, while the twin swinging style was still in common use, called “sliding
plug door.”

Additional Factors Affecting Which Boxcar Doors Appear on Which Boxcars (Real
World)
Emergency Boxcar Door Replacement or Repair: The above –noted urgency of returning a boxcar to
productive service can have strange results. These things will be unique to an individual boxcar (and typically
to just one side of the individual boxcar) and not be found on all cars of a group. Thus a photo of a given
boxcar tells only what that side of that boxcar looked like on that date and is (a) not a 100% reliable indicator
of what the doors are like on other boxcars of the group, (b) nor for that matter, of what the other side of
the boxcar looks like, (c) nor for that matter, of what the boxcar looked like on other dates in history.
•

Switching (when replacing rather than repairing) doors:
•

•

•

A totally different style door that’s functionally compatible may be used. (See, e.g., SM 3265, SM 3272 and
SM 3278 [RRPAW], where SM 3272 has a 5-panel Superior-style sliding door while bracketing cars in the
series have modern (“Mesa” style) Pullman-Standard sliding doors.)
The very same style of door may be substituted, but with totally different paint color or wear/weathering
state. In case of a double door boxcar, doors of contrasting colors can be visually startling. Mere contrast
between very faded car body and freshly painted door in original color is dramatic (for example, MRL
20091, 26 March 2006 [RRPAW]). An opposite example is a relatively new car with an old, faded, heavily
weathered door (for example, ATW 961032 [FCIX]).

Hastily repaired doors:
•

•

Patches may be welded on covering rust or damage holes or replacing bent areas (e.g., MRL 20026
[RRPAW] on 26 Mar. 2006 has bottom two-thirds of door covered by a solid plate with fork lift pockets
tacked on).
A door may be cobbled together from parts of two different style but compatible doors. For examples:
•
•
•
•

Top two thirds Youngstown, bottom third Superior-style, as found 12 June 2006 on Plate G BN 321599
[RRPAW];
Top two thirds two PS 2L/S/L “Mesa”-style panels, bottom third three Superior panels as found on
Plate B MRL 20071, Mar. 26, 2006 [RRPAW]
Top third PS 2L/S/L “Mesa”-style panel, bottom two thirds five Superior panels as found on Plate B
MRL 20090, July 12, 2006 [RRPAW];
Truly creative 8’ door on NP 659996, Mar. 11, 1979, built from short 6’ PS “Mesa” style door inset into
bottom left of 8’ Superior door. [RMC, June 2017, p. 71]
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Individual boxcar rebuilds:
•
•

Sometimes done as an experiment, preparing for possible systematic program rebuilding entire boxcar group.
More commonly, occurs for a boxcar with major wreck damage but still worth repairing (enough service life
remains after rebuild to more than pay for repair cost). Objective: make rebuilt car functional, not necessarily
visually identical to rest of group. New paint job is typically applied, typically per current practice, not
necessarily same as originally purchased - might even be for different railroad if original merged into another.
(Merged railroads often keep running inherited equipment under the old railroads’ identifications and paint
schemes (as long as paint jobs remain physically serviceable), sometimes for as long as 30 years, since
repainting is costly in materials, labor and time lost to service.)

Systematic Rebuilding of a Group of Boxcars: As noted, boxcars are a large capital investment. For age or
other reasons (e.g., changed customer needs), rather than scrap, sell, or trade-in a boxcar group, the owner
may elect to systematically upgrade or generally rehabilitate some or all (surviving) members of a group of
originally identical boxcars. This is known as “rebuilding” and a “rebuild program” and can include wholesale
change of type and/or number of boxcar doors. As an extreme example, some Thrall-manufactured all-door
(4 plug doors to a side) boxcars were changed to using just the two central doors on a side, with the area of
the outer doors replaced by ordinary boxcar side walls. In other, more common, cases, the only obvious
external differences are door types and/or paint jobs.
Customer Preferences: Otherwise identical boxcars from the same builder may have customer-specified
differences in functionally equivalent doors. An example is the 50-foot exterior post plug door boxcar from
North American Car Corporation (NACC), where some orders of those cars used Pullman Standard plug doors
(2 rods, levers not meeting in middle) while other orders used Superior plug doors (4 rods, levers meeting in
middle). (Athearn Instruction Sheet G40091.) Such preferences may reflect price differences, timely
availability differences (recall the 6-month lead times cited above) or standardization of customer’s overall
fleet.

Door Markings
Some railroads used dramatically distinctive door markings to denote boxcars equipped with particular loadsecuring devices. Examples: full height diagonal stripe; “DF2” in very large letters with an overall white stripe
underscore. [RMC, June 2017, pp. 69, 71]
Some boxcars used smaller symbols (that appear to have been used by multiple railroads, so somewhat
standardized) to denote various types of load-securing devices. Specifically, a stylized horizontal handle
might be a central symbol, with bracketing left and right vertical stripes meaning one type of load-securing
device (e.g., Equipco one-piece load divider), while bracketing above and below horizontal stripes meant a
different type of load-securing device (e.g., internal loaders). In one example, the latter symbol appears as
well as a full height diagonal stripe. [RMC, June 2017, p. 69]

Real-World Boxcar Door Manufacturers
This includes (both past and present) at least:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Camel (also supplied parts to YSD) [MRDFC]
Chief Transportation Products of Omaha (currently builds doors replacing RCS, YSD, Superior and Pullman
originals) [TOW] [CTPW]
Creco (Chicago Railway Equipment Company) (mainly 1920’s and 1930’s; like 3-panel Superior door) [MRGFC];
merged into Superior Door Company as their Creco Fixtures subsidiary. [TOW]
Equipco (plug doors resemble YSD, sliding doors resemble/are Superior design, but with small triangular corner
gussets (Equipco’s parent acquired Superior) [TOW]); not currently found in Web, possibly because parent
company UNR Industries was bankrupted in 1982 by asbestos-related claims.
Evans (went bankrupt in 1986)
Landis (plug doors used on Evergreen Leasing, DT&I (circa 1966), SP (circa 1970) and SSW cars [WHOMRRB10,
page 936, part # 331-4000])
Prime Railway Services (current makers of 8-panel Superior-style boxcar doors and related parts) [PRSW]
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•

•
•

•
•
•

Pullman Standard (freight car manufacturing operations absorbed by Trinity Industries in 1984) (started
making sliding boxcar doors of their own proprietary design only in 1956, though they had been manufacturing
boxcars for decades [MRGFC, p. 10]) They also made plug doors of a style similar to Superior.
RCS (Railcar Specialties) (chapter 7 bankruptcy in 1991). [TOW]
Stanrail (plug doors resemble YSD, sliding doors resemble Superior); Web site states boxcar doors are the most
recent addition to their product line, so perhaps resemblance to Equipco’s line results from Stanrail acquiring
those assets when RCS went bankrupt.
Superior (Superior Door Company), absorbed Creco; later part of UNARCO (Equipco), then Evans, then RCS.
[TOW]
Trinity (Trinity Rail LLC), subsidiary of Trinity Industries, acquired Pullman-Standard’s freight car manufacturing
assets in 1984, still making boxcars; Web site is unclear whether they make boxcar doors. [TRW]
Youngstown Steel Door (YSD) (slated to be closed in January 2006 by parent Global Railway Industries, but now
(May 2010), as YSD Industries, part of Greenbrier Rail Services, a subsidiary of Greenbrier Industries, and still
marketing boxcar doors). [TOW]

Other manufacturers may include various boxcar manufacturers who fabricated their own sliding doors, as
such doors are relatively simple, while plug door manufacturing is so complex it is typically left to a few
specialists.

Taxonomy
Devising a naming scheme is an interesting problem. It is simplified by partitioning it into two segments: (a)
naming the boxcar door arrangements, (b) naming the individual boxcar door types and subtypes and (c)
listing the individual boxcar door dimensions (width and possibly height). Some examples are in order to
clarify this notion.
•

Boxcar door arrangements (number and type of doors on one side):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

1P = one plug door (“plug”)
2P = two plug doors (“double plug”)
4P = four plug doors (“Thrall all-door”)
1S = one sliding door (“sliding”)
2S = two sliding doors (“double sliding”)
4S = four sliding doors (“Evans side-slider all-door”)
1P1S = one plug door plus one sliding door (“combination door”)
3R = three roll-up doors (“Evans roll-up all-door”)

Boxcar door types and subtypes:
•

•

Type PP = Pullman Plug Door: These resemble Superior Plug Doors, but have just two vertical rods or
pipes, with the levers attached to the rods not meeting in the center of the door. (See Athearn Instruction
Sheet G40091 for details.)
Type YS = Youngstown (more fully, Youngstown Steel Door, YSD) Sliding Door (always uses horizontal
corrugations in three or more panels: the more total corrugations, the taller the door), with subtypes
•
•
•
•
•

•

“5+6+6” = three corrugated panels, containing (from top down) 5, 6 and 6 corrugation valleys
“6+6+6” = three panels, each with 6 corrugation valleys
“4+4+5+5” = four panels, with 4, 4, 5 and 5 corrugation valleys
“5+5+5+5” = four panels, each with 5 corrugation valleys
Earlier days saw 5+7+5, 4+5+4 (starting 1946), 3+5+5 [MRGFC, p. 18]

YP = Youngstown Plug Door. This resembles Pullman Plug Door, but has a total of 4 vertical rods or ‘pipes”
with outer two called “door rods” while each inner rod (in the lever type) connects to a lever and the
levers meet in the center. (See the Athearn Instruction Sheet G40091 for details.)
•

•

YPWL = Lever type (“With Lever”), with two diagonals connecting to the crank pipes, slanting down to
meet at the center locking mechanism from the crank pipes. [CLC, p. 236]; apparently this type is
much less common than the leverless type.
YPLL = Leverless type, with horizontal connectors from crank pipes to center locking mechanism. [CLC,
p. 236]
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•

SS = Superior Sliding Door
•
•
•

•

SP = Superior Plug Door
•

•
•
•

SP2PCL = Superior Plug, two crank pipes, connected diagonal levers [ITMFC, p. 100]; in mid-1950’s and
1965 this was called “Camel plug door” [NMRA, Dec. 2011, p. 51, with photo of model; RMC, May
2012, p. 67 has drawing and photo of class Rr-87 said in caption to use “Camel plug doors”.]
SP2PNL = Superior Plug, two crank pipes, non-connected diagonal levers (much less common than
SP2PCL); examples NADX 50008 [RRPAW], NIRX 42999, NIRX 43066 [FFW]
SP4P = Superior Plug, four crank pipes; examples BCIT 800480, USLX 10380, USLX 11692 [FFW]

UO = Unidentified oddballs (NOT including cobbled-together repair jobs discussed above). These are
apparently as-manufactured doors that don’t quite fit a documented category, possibly from one of the
less-common manufacturers. Examples:
•

•

•

5-panel (often after 1952) [MRGFC, p. 18]
7-panel (early) [MRGFC, p. 18]
6-panel (common circa 1980) [RJ, Sep. 2001, pp. 8-11]

CSXT 166489 has what appears to be a 10’ siding door of “8+5+8” YSD style (prominent raised joints
between panels) except that there is a PS-like flat area at the top of the top panel. This is a Plate G
car. CSXT 166539, a very similar Plate F+ car, has the same door style, so this is not a “one-off” design.
BN 318326 [FFW], BN 318306 [RCPW] and other (rebuilds?) in the SP&S/BN 318100-318599 series
have what look like double 8’ Superior 6-panel sliding doors except for having large triangular gussets
at top corners, with central hole in the gusset. As this style is not found elsewhere, one suspects it to
be part of a systematic in-house rebuilding project (though apart from the hole in the triangular
gusset these resemble Equipco sliding doors).

Boxcar door dimensions: Common width values are 6’, 7’, 8’, 9’, 10’, 10.5’, though even wider ones exist, while
height is often implicit in the subtype or the boxcar “Plate” value (B, C, F, F+, G, are common values, with
height increasing from A to Z), as the doors almost always extend from floor to roof in the modern era.

Images and Descriptions
General discussion and descriptions can be found in “Boxcar Doors,” NMRA, May 2012, pp. 10-16. This
provides detailed diagrams of the parts of a sliding door and a “gear-operated” plug door, as well as photos
of examples of both. Notably absent is a photo or a diagram of a lever-type plug door, despite discussion in
the text. Notable is the statement on pp. 14-15: “Plug doors [have] two basic types, operated either with a
lever or a gear mechanism. The lever mechanism uses levers to rotate the connection pipes on each side of
the car door sequentially, while the gear mechanism rotates both connection pipes at the same time with a
gear assembly. In both cases, the door is moved out with the connecting pipes, away from the car side
[‘pulling the plug’], and the door is then moved to the side [‘rolling the plug to the side’].” Some plug doors
have 4 connection pipes, some (most) have two. Apparently, the 2 versus 4 pipe distinction is in whether (2)
or not (4) the “pulling the plug” function and the “rolling the door to the side” function are combined on the
same pipe. If not, apparently the two inner pipes are “crank pipes” used in pulling the plug while the two
outer pipes are only for rolling the door to the side.
The remainder of this section lists images and/or descriptions of boxcar door types, both real-world and
model. Organization is alphabetic by door type.
•

•
•
•

Camel: (plug) in mid-1950’s what looks like a Superior product (SP2PCL = Superior Plug, two crank pipes,
connected diagonal levers) was called a “Camel plug door” [NMRA, Dec. 2011, p. 51, with photo of model;
RMC, May 2012, p. 67 has drawing and photo of class Rr-87 said in caption to use “Camel plug doors”.] RMC,
Oct. 2015, p. 58 shows a Camel 10’ unpainted aluminum plug door, also looking like an SP2PCL.
Camel: (sliding) [RMC, Sep. 2015, p. 64] has photo of July 1962 Pullman-Standard boxcar built for Southern
Railway. The single sliding door is a Camel unpainted aluminum door; p. 66 has a scale drawing of the door.
Creco (sliding): real-world, B&O 275057 [MRGFC, p. 18]
Landis (double plug doors): superficially each door appears to be a single flat panel in a frame; real-world, SP
694178 [RMC, Mar. 1979, p. 106]; model, Hi-Tech Details product, Walthers’ part # 331-4000 [WHOMRRB10,
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•
•

page 936], Athearn Genesis model [MR, Sep2011, page 14 & Nov2011, page 76]; Micro-Trains model [NMRA,
Jun2013, page 58]. Time frame: Athearn Genesis model of SSW 25619 shows NEW 10-70; prototype photo of
DTI 25270 [RCP, photo date 11 Feb. 1989] shows series 25200-25314 built by Greenville Steel Car Feb. 1966.
Photos [FFRP] show some in service post-2000. RCP photo of DTI 25270 shows what door looks like in open
position and clarifies that these are really a type of 2-pipe plug door.
Prime Railway Services sliding door: Superior-style with 8 panels; real-world, PRSW, part # 6100
Pullman-Standard plug doors (similar to Superior but with 2 rather than 4 crank pipes per door, and levers that
do not meet at the center). These have a basically flat main surface built of three (or two for some older
models) horizontal panels riveted at a flat overlap joint.
•

•

PP2PNL = 2-crank-pipe style, non-connected levers (much less common than connected levers): real
world, NADX 50008 [RRPAW], NIRX 42999, NIRX 43066 [FFW]; model, Athearn model of TPFX 5529

Pullman-Standard sliding doors:
•

•

•

Original PS-1 (starting 1956). Similar to 5-panel Superior style, but individual panels are not flat, but
embossed with a single raised horizontal “hip roof” style corrugation; also a broad flat area (comparable in
height to an individual panel) at the door bottom. Real-world, MRGFC, p. 18; model, Accurail product,
Walthers’ parts #112-112 (8-foot) and 112-116 (6-foot) (both contain on same sprue one each original and
single corrugated panel door) [WHOMRRB10, page 912], discontinued McKean Models part No. 014, 2 pair
of 8’ sliding doors (McKean is out of business).
Modern “single corrugated panel” style: This resembles the Youngstown sliding door, except that (a) the
corrugations appear to be just a single panel, although (b) there really are multiple panels with barely
visible weld lines joining them (whereas Youngstown has a prominent horizontal member at each joint),
(c) there is usually a smooth area at the top, of height about equivalent to one and a half corrugations.
Real-world, CSXT 123309, 139302, 160070 and very many others (CSX has a huge fleet of these boxcars).
CSXT 160070 is a Plate G (very tall) car and its door shows how PS adapts this style to achieve the extra
height, with no smooth area at the top, an 8+5+8 scheme, whereas the Plate C cars have 8+8 with a
smooth area at top. MRL 20011 is Plate B car with 5+5+5 configuration.
Modern “mesa” style, multiple panels, each panel containing several long horizontal raised embossings
with semicircular ends. Some embossings are essentially full width, others about three-quarters of the
width, centered. Some doors use 4 long embossings per panel (Mesa 4L), others, the more common ones,
use (from the top down) two longs, a short and a long (Mesa 2L/S/L); both with a broad flat area (though
of lesser height than an individual panel) at the door bottom. Other variants may exist.
•
•

•
•

Superior plug doors (sometimes just same style, not necessarily actually by Superior its successors). There
appear to be two types, those with 4 crank pipes per door and those with two (which seem to appear on older
refrigerator cars or insulated boxcars). Both types have a basically flat main surface built of three (or two for
some older models) horizontal panels riveted at a flat overlap joint. Apparently, the 2 versus 4 pipe distinction
is in whether (2) or not (4) the “pulling the plug” function and the “rolling the door to the side” function are
combined on the same pipe.
•

•

•

Mesa 4L: real-world, 3-panel, CB&Q 19871 [MRGFC, p. 15], CB&Q 19825 [FFW]
Mesa 2L/S/L: real-world, 3-panel AHW 334 [MRGFC, p. 16], MRL 20091 [RRPAW], BN 248159 [FFW];
model, HO Athearn model of SM 3251 (not a separate part), HO and N ExactRail model of SOU 528611
waffle-side boxcar [MR, July 2012, p.3], discontinued Details West part No. SD-168, pair of 10’ doors.
Mesa L/S/2L + L/S/2L +2L/S/L: real-world, PLCX 31 [ITMFC, p. 95], SM 3224 [FFW], RBOX 35375
[ITMFC, p. 102]

SP4P = 4-crank-pipe style: real-world, BCIT 800480, USLX 10380, USLX 11692 [FFW]; model, Alexander
Scale product, Walthers’ part # 120-304 [WHOMRRB10, page 912], Atlas model of Evans-built BCIT
800447, Athearn model of USRE-built USLX 10879.
SP2PCL = 2-crank-pipe style, connected levers: real-world, BN 730320, BN 745029, GN 13189, UP 499654
[FFW]; model, Athearn models of NPM 546 and BRMX 5237, unknown maker’s models of insulated
boxcars BN 15038, UP 500038. NOTE: It is so far unclear whether this is Pullman Standard or Superior, as
the connected levers are a Superior trait while 2 pipes are a Pullman Standard trait. More data are
needed.

Superior sliding doors (sometimes just same style, not necessarily actually by Superior or its successors); there
appear to be two variations, one with flat panels (see the SP&S/BN/BNSF car photos listed in [LBFM]), the
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other with slightly raised embossing of a raised pyramid, difficult to spot without a good photo (see photos of
NN 210 [RPAW] and numerous cars in [RJ], Sep. 2001, pp. 8-11). It is not yet known which type is modeled by
Detail Associates part # 229-6311.
•
•

5-panel: real-world BN 132909 [FFW], SM 3272 [RRPAW]; model, Accurail product, Walthers’ part # 112113 (contains one 5- and one 7-panel casting on same sprue) [WHOMRRB10, page 912]
6-panel:
•
•

•

•

7-panel: real-world, BN 321551 Plate G car [RRPAW], CIL 1 [MRGFC, p. 8]; model, Accurail product,
Walthers’ part # 112-113 (contains one 5- and one 7-panel casting on same sprue) [WHOMRRB10, page
912]

Youngstown plug doors: TBD
•

•

•

Real-world, BNSF 723931 [RRPAW], numerous SP&S/BN/BNSF car photos listed in [LBFM]), RR 494
[MRGFC, p. 17], NN 210 [RRPAW], many [RJ, Sep. 2001, pp. 8-11]
Model, LBF SP&S 318101, Detail Associates product (10-foot width, 9’3” height), Walthers’ part # 2296311 [WHOMRRB10, page 924]

YPWL: real world, TBD; model, Alexander Scale product, Walthers’ part # 120-302 [WHOMRRB10, page
912] (caution: part shipped is not identical to catalog image, has additional levers and short pipe), Accurail
product, Walthers’ part # 112-110 (plastic, sprue contains 1 10’ YPWL and 1 10’ sliding door)
[WHOMRRB10, page 912]
YPLL: real-world ARMN 769097. ARMN 912979, WC 26417 [FFW]; model, Athearn model of DRGW 63889,
Athearn model of SFRC 55627; apparently no standalone model of this type door is available. This (as
opposed to the YPWL style door) is apparently far more common in the real world.

Youngstown sliding doors: Multiple panels of horizontal corrugations, joined with a prominent horizontal
member with rivets (some models have unrealistically prominent rivets), prominent door lock in center of
bottom frame member. (Older styles had door lock at bottom left and panels joined by double rivet line in
bottom of corrugations. Don’t count valleys with panel joints in corrugation count, so page 41 of MRDFC shows
a 5+6+5 configuration, as an example.) Items listed below are new style unless otherwise noted.
•
•
•

•

5+5+5+6: real-world Plate G BN 321515 [RRPAW], BN 321549 [FFW], 321551 [ITMFC, p. 105]
5+6+5 older style: real-world TBD; model Intermountain (6’) [MRDFC, p.41]
5+6+6: real-world, ATSF 188560, BN 160618, MR 2337 [FFW]; model Red Caboose product (6’)
(discontinued) [MRDFC, p. 41], Accurail product, Walthers’ part # 112-110 (sprue contains 1 10’ plug and 1
10’ sliding door) [WHOMRRB10, page 912], Accurail product (8’), Walthers’ part # 112-111 [WHOMRRB10,
page 912]
6+6+6: real-world: BN 223300, 318344, 318507 [FFW]; model, ExactRail SP&S 318301, 318315
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A Vacation Cut Short
By David Bristow
Early in March we left Colorado Springs for a vacation that was to begin in Auckland New Zealand where we
boarded the Viking Orion. We visited several ports along the eastern shores of New Zealand and then started
traversing the Tasman Sea. The destination was Hobart in Tasmania, however due to Covid-19 our cruise was
terminated, and we went to the port in Melbourne Australia and flown home.
I had signed up for many excursions in the various ports, two were train rides one in Dunedin New Zealand
and the other was in Melbourne Australia, which was canceled.
We boarded a refurbished wooden rail car of the Taieri Gorge Railway, which followed the trail of 19thcentury gold miners to the Central Otago goldfields on an iconic vintage rail journey. The trip provided
spectacular scenery with a glimpse into Dunedin’s legendary past. We rode beyond the Dunedin city limits,
headed out across the fertile Taieri Plains and climbed into the Taieri Gorge, a narrow and deep canyon
carved out over eons by the ancient Taieri river.

Here we are going over one of the many trestle bridges
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A view into the gorge and the Taieri river

As you would guess there are sheep everywhere in New Zealand!
At Pukerangi we got out for a stretch and an opportunity to take a few photos of the train while the train
locomotives were repositioned for the return journey.

The station at Pukerangi
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The locomotive has uncoupled from the head and is shunting to the rear on a siding

The railway used a pair of Mitsubshi locomotives, each locomotive produced 900HP and in the last overhaul
the original diesels from Mitsubshi were replaced with Caterpillar diesels.

The brakeman getting ready to recouple on the laft and the coupler on the right
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Ready to pull out of the Pukerangi statoin returning to Dunedin

Pulling into Dunedin station we saw a Kiwi Rail freight pulling a number of container cars from the port

We had a breif stop at the station
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A streeet side view of the magnificent station

Track side of the Dunedin station
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Inside one of the refurbished wooden coach car
When we visited Christchurch, we took a ride a beautifully restored heritage tram through the changing face
of Christchurch’s city center. Then we toured through their botanical gardens where we saw lush greenery
and see some of New Zealand’s finest examples of native flora. As we had time after the excursion, we
visited a local hobby shop.
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I was supposed board and ride a vintage narrow-gauge century-old steam train affectionately known as
“Puffing Billy” in Melbourne Australia, which was to travel through mountainous vistas to a picturesque
winery and a wildlife refuge. I was very disappointed this didn’t happen but pleased that Viking took care of
us in getting us back home.
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